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Welcome to 
the 2019 Gobal
TP Conference 
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Agenda

09:00 - 09:10 Welcome to the TP Conference in Warsaw

09:10 - 09:30 New tax developments in Poland - impressions from the recent changes and a view to the future

09:30 - 11:00 Post-BEPS environment, countries’ perspective - discussion panel

• CbC – practical approach and effectiveness

• DAC6 (MDR) reporting of TP cases – implementation status across countries

• Other

11:00 - 11:30 Coffee break

11:30 - 13:00 TP audits – experiences from countries

13:00 - 14:00 Lunch

14:00 - 14:45 Hot transfer pricing topics in countries – trends & challenges for the future

14:45 - 16:00 Digital Economy Taxation - the transfer pricing approach to digital businesses

16:00 Closing remarks
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Background to selection of the topics
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The Game Changers:

Post-BEPS environment:

New approach to TP documentation and reporting (incl. CBCR)

New transfer pricing consideration of the same intercompany transactions (financial transactions, intangibles, etc.)

Mandatory Disclosure Rules

Unilateral measures

Transfer Pricing audits

Digital economy taxation



First questions
to the 
Audience



SPEAKER PROFILE

Marc Alms is a Managing Director with Alvarez & Marsal Taxand, LLC in New York, 

focusing on transfer pricing. He has more than twenty years of experience assisting 

both public and privately-held clients. Mr. Alms’ background includes leading teams in 

the evaluation of intercompany transactions to determine whether they meet 

applicable US and foreign transfer pricing regulations. Having worked and lived in 

different countries over the course of his career, he has significant experience 

providing clients practical advice in their transfer pricing arrangements and helping to 

resolve international tax controversy matters, including through APA and MAP. Mr. 

Alms earned a Juris Doctor from the University of Pennsylvania Law School, a 

bachelor of arts degree in history from the University of California, San Diego and 

undertook additional studies at the Georg August Universität in Göttingen. He was 

admitted to the bar in California and is a member of the California State Bar 

Association. 

Marc Alms

Alvarez & Marsal, Taxand US

T: +1 212 763 1887 |  E: malms@alvarezandmarsal.com
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SPEAKER PROFILE

Stefano is a partner at LED Taxand which is Taxand Italy. He has a Degree in 

Economics (Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore in Milan). He started his career in 

1995 as a Financial Advisor at a German boutique firm and subsequently joined Ernst 

& Young in 2001.

He founded an independent advisory firm in 2008 and, starting from 2010, he set up 

a transfer pricing team to utilise his economic background and his experience in 

cross border transactions, valuation and corporate reorganisations.

He was a Partner with Fantozzi & Associati from 2016 to 2017. He joined LED 

Taxand in January 2018.

Stefano has been advising domestic and international corporate clients and investors 

for more than 20 years. He has a significant expertise in the area of transfer pricing 

covering business reorganisations, IP and business valuation, documentation, tax 

disputes, APA, MAP and Patent Box.

Stefano Bognandi

LED Taxand, Taxand Italy

T: +39 024 94 864 |  E: sbognandi@led-taxand.it
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SPEAKER PROFILE

Anna is a Partner at CRIDO specializing in transfer pricing and business 

restructurings.

Anna carried out various projects including negotiations for the clients on 

advance pricing agreements (APAs) with the Ministry of Finance; preparation 

of transactions’ valuations (financial, intangible, commodity transactions) for 

the tax purposes; supporting clients in case of tax controls from the side of Tax 

Offices and Fiscal Control Offices in all matters regarding transfer pricing and 

business restructuring; transfer pricing policy-making, transactional flows 

designing, determining market level of transfer prices; implementing business 

restructuring projects. Anna specializes in transfer pricing advisory for various 

sectors, including real estate, construction and financial sector to name a few.

Anna Wcislo

CRIDO, Taxand Poland

T: +48 604 259 126 |  E: anna.wcislo@crido.pl
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-
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POST-BEPS
TRANSFER PRICING
CHANGES IN POLAND
-
COMPLIANCE, SAFE 
HARBOURS AND MORE
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Ministry of Finance, 
Poland

28 November 2019



Question to the Audience

Has adoption of three-tiered TP documentation according to BEPS 13 led to simplification of TP 

compliance in MNEs?

A. Yes

B. No

Ye
s No

67%

33%



Questions to Speakers
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1. How the BEPS Pogram affected your regulations, apart from the 

standard TP documentation compliance? 

2. Are there any new unilateral measures introduced in your country, 

beyond or even against BEPS? 



Unilateral measures 
introduced 
in the UK



UK Unilateral BEPS Measures

Diverted profits tax – April 2015

Profit Diversion Compliance Facility – January 2019

Offshore Receipts in respect of Intangible Property – April 2019

Digital Services Tax – April 2020
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ORIP

Offshore Receipts in respect of Intangible 

Property

Applies from 6 April 2019, but only to 

payments into non-treaty country (or where 

treaty doesn’t apply)

HMRC will attempt to collect income tax at 

20% on intangible payments derived from 

UK sales

UK derived amounts determined on “just 

and reasonable” basis, but presumption of 

pro-rata apportionment.
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Distributors

Haven IP co

Operations

Non-UK sales UK sales

Payment for use 

of intangible

Purchases



ORIP

Applies equally to services…

… and to online advertising

Many exemptions, e.g.:

• UK derived sales <£10m

• Transparent entities

• Overseas tax of at least half UK tax

• Business undertaken in haven territory

No allowance for other BEPS measures –

double taxation could arise.

HMRC can only assess tax on Haven IP co 

or connected companies.
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Haven IP co

Licence payment

Owns software 

and other IP

Operates website 

and sells 

advertising

Sales of non-

UK ads

Sales of 

UK ads

UK Services Co

Service fee

Operations



BIO / CONTACT

Richard Syratt is a Managing Director with Alvarez & Marsal Taxand in London, with more than 20 

years of corporate and international tax and transfer pricing experience. He focuses on international 

tax structuring. He spent more than 19 years with Deloitte, serving the latter six as a Partner. Dr. 

Syratt’s clients include a number of the U.K.’s top-listed multinationals, with projects ranging from 

“boxes-and-lines” planning such as large debt restructuring projects, tax efficient financing, 

acquisition structures, mergers, demergers and JV structuring, to substance-based business 

changes, including intellectual property centralization, structuring into tonnage tax and implementing 

franchise arrangements. Prior to joining A&M, Dr. Syratt managed a number of large compliance 

engagements throughout his career, from corporate tax return preparation and global transfer pricing 

documentation to handling various tax authority audits and investigations, delivering APAs and 

making competent authority claims. His transactional experience includes private-equity and 

corporate deals, including tax work for several IPOs – designing and implementing the post-float 

structure, and long-form, short-form and working capital reports. He led the tax input into one of 

Europe’s largest debt restructurings, gaining detailed experience with the U.K. loan relationship 

rules, preserving tax losses and minimizing tax cash leakage. Dr. Syratt earned a bachelor’s degree 

in physics and a doctorate degree in applied optics from Imperial College. He is a qualified chartered 

accountant and member of the ICAEW.

Richard Syratt

Taxand UK

T: +44 20 7863 4722 |  E: rsyratt@alvarezandmarsal.com
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CbCR – practical 
approach and 
effectiveness



Questions to Speakers
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1. Please share your views on the CbCR OECD 2020 public consultation 

– what are your experiences, what is currently discussed?



DAC6: Mandatory 
disclosure obligations 
against aggressive tax 
planning (TP also 
involved)



CONTENT

1. What is DAC6?

2. Who should report?

3. The Non - TP Hallmarks

4. The TP Hallmarks

5. DAC6 - country implementation

6. DAC6 implementation - Example
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WHAT IS DAC6?

DAC6 is the EU Directive on Administrative Cooperation 2018/822 of 25 May 2018, which

should be executed by Member States by 31 December 2019. The Directive sets new

reporting requirements to be implemented starting from 1 July 2020, where reportable

transactions fall back to 25 June 2018 (with an evident retroactive effect: is this compliant

with Member States constitutional law?).

As a matter of fact, DAC6 provisions should deter taxpayers from implementing

abusive tax schemes. In fact, DAC6 imposes mainly financial intermediaries and

advisors to disclose any cross-border arrangements involving two EU Member States or

a Member State and a Third Country whenever such arrangements meet at least one of

the “hallmarks” reported in Annex IV of the Directive.

Such “hallmarks” are considered as early warnings of potential abusive tax schemes and

as such they will have to be timely reported to National Tax Authorities. Only direct

taxation is hit.
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The obligation to report rests literally over tax intermediaries. The definition of tax 

intermediaries is rather broad.

An intermediary is defined as an individual or business engaged in the designing, 

marketing, organising, making available for implementation or managing the 

implementation of cross-border arrangements, as well as those who provide aid, 

assistance and advice (and those who know or could reasonably be expected to know 

that this relates to a cross-border arrangement).

Such broad definition catches tax advisers, accountants, banks and lawyers.

If there is more than one intermediary involved, all intermediaries are required to report, 

unless they have proof that the required information have already been filed.

The relevant taxpayer may also be subject to reporting obligation when external advice

is taken from tax intermediaries.

25

WHO SHOULD REPORT ?



THENON-TP HALLMARKS
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Category A:  Commercial characteristics seen in marketed tax avoidance scheme

Taxpayer or participant under a confidentiality condition in respect of how the arrangements 

secure a tax advantage

Intermediary paid by reference to the amount of tax saved or whether the scheme is effective

Standardised documentation and/or structure

Category B: Tax structured arrangements seen in avoidance planning

Loss buying

Converting income into capital

Circular transactions resulting in the round – tripping of funds with no other primary commercial 

function
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THENON-TP HALLMARKS

Category C: Cross-border payments and transfers

Deductible cross – border payments: 

• to a recipient not resident for tax purposes in any jurisdiction

• to a 0 per cent or near 0 per cent tax jurisdiction

• to blacklisted countries

• which is tax exempt for the recipient

• which benefits from a preferential tax regime in the recipient jurisdiction

Deductions for depreciation claimed in more than one jurisdiction or double tax relief claimed in more than one jurisdiction in 

respect of the same income 

Asset transfer where amount treated as payable is materially different between jurisdictions 

Category D: Arrangements which undermine tax reporting/transparency

Arrangements which have the effect of undermining reporting requirements under agreements for the automatic exchange of 

information

In most of the uppermentioned cases a «Main benefit» test will also need to be satisfied.



Category E: Transfer pricing: non arm’s length or highly uncertain pricing or base erosive 

transfers

Arrangements involving the use of unilateral transfer pricing safe harbour rules

Transfers of hard to value intangibles for which no reliable comparables exist where financial 

projections or assumptions used in valuation are highly uncertain

Cross-border transfer of functions/risks/assets causing a more than 50% decrease in 

earnings before interest and tax during the next three years

No «Main benefit» test required for TP hallmarks.

Finally, reporting requirements and details will be provided by national law.

Given the above, it is essential that tax intermediaries and taxpayers adopt effective corporate tax 

governance rules and procedures, or, in OECD words, an effective Tax Control Framework, in 

order to spot, check and eventually report the cross-border arrangements described above. 
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One directive –different implementations

Implementation process:

• Austria, France, Hungary, 

Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, 

Slovenia have already

implemented DAC6

Implementation date:

• Poland implemented DAC6 with 

effect starting from 1 January 

2019, 18 months before the 

deadline defined in the directive

Penalties (based on implemented law 

and proposed regulations):

• Penalties for non-compliance

range from below EUR 10,000 in 

Estonia, Bulgaria and Lithuania to 

over EUR 1,000,000 in UK and 

Poland

Scope (based on implemented law 

and proposed regulations):

• Portugal, Poland and Sweden

included domestic transactions

• Portugal and Poland extended

scope of taxes (Portugal: VAT, 

property taxes and stamp duties; 

Poland: VAT)

• Portugal and Poland covered

additional hallmarks

• In terms of scope, other

countries aligned their domestic

law with the directive

     No legislation      Draft bill published      Implemented law

Scope unknown:

           Belgium

           Bulgaria

           Croatia

           Cyprus

           Czech Republic            Austria

           Denmark            France

           Greece            Estonia            Hungary

           Malta*            Finland            Lithuania

           Romania**            Germany            Slovakia

           Ireland            Slovenia

           Italy

           Luxembourg

           Netherlands

           Spain

           UK

           Latvia

           Sweden            Poland

           Portugal

* draft is in the process of being pubblished; it is expected to be aligned with DAC6

**draft is not available for public consultation

Aligned with DAC6:

Broader scope:



DAC6 IMPLEMENTATION -Example (basedon Polish legislation)

Statutory transfer pricing

documentation
Tax reviews

Representation of the 

taxpayer

Support in tax returns, 

calculations, statements

Not subject to 

reporting

Transfer of 

functions/risks/ assets

Transfer of hard to value

intangibles

Subject to 

reporting

Unilateral safe harbours

Benchmarking studies

used for setting new

transactions

Transfer pricing for new

intercompany

transactions

Benchmarking studies

used for reviewing arm’s

length character

Trainings and ongoing

support

Other significant

changes to transfer 

pricing policy
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BIO / CONTACT

Patrizio graduated “cum laude” in Law at the University of Urbino to continue his PHD 

in International and Comparative Tax Law at the University of Genoa. He started to 

work at the Tax Department of Iveco Fiat in Turin in 1988. He joined Gruppo GFT, the 

largest Italian fashion industry, as Group Head of Tax in 1989. From 1995 to 1998 

Patrizio worked as International Tax Director at Pirelli Group. 

Then he joined UniCredito Italiano Banking Group where he was appointed Group 

Senior Tax Executive. In 2012 he left UniCredit Group and started his experience at 

Paul Hastings Law firm in Milan. Since June 2019 he has been a Partner at LED 

Taxand. Patrizio has focused on tax risk control and monitoring, compliance from a 

tax and regulatory perspectives, corporate governance for banks, including a “gap 

analysis” exercise, legal and tax advice to insurance companies, financial 

intermediaries and medium-sized service companies. He also worked on FATCA 

legal and Italian real estate issues. Patrizio provides assistance in litigation 

proceedings before Italian Tax Courts.

Patrizio Braccioni

Led Taxand, Milan

T: +39 02 494864 |  E: pbraccioni@led-taxand.it
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TP AUDITS 
–
EXPERIENCES FROM 
COUNTRIES

Paweł RUTOWICZ

Renata BLAHOVA

Adriana CRACIUN

Felipe GONZALEZ

Andreas MEDLER

Jimmie van der ZWAAN

28 November 2019



Paweł Rutowicz

Selena FM S.A.

Group Tax Manager



FACTS AND FIGURES ABOUT SELENA GROUP

Mission

To deliver products and solutions for modern construction jobs, developed for 

and with the professional builders

Claim - Modern tailored builder solutions for the modern construction



• TP Starting point – Local files for transactions (no master file or benchmarking analysis provided to tax authorities).

• Time - Long lasting tax audit caused by:

• Huge number of documents to be analyzed;

• No SAF-T data available;

• Tax authorities’ reform (a few months gap due to changes in tax audit team).

• Audit methodology:

• TP local files review;

• Analysis of source documents (i.e. agreements, excel spreadsheets);

• Analysis of particular group of accounts (including analysis of records related to warehouse as a source of margin analysis);

• Analysis of mark-up chain for particular products.

• Outcome:

• Mark-up analysis limited to MII stage – tax authorities confirmed correctness of tax settlements for examined period.

Perspective: HQ

Pre-BEPS regulations



• TP Starting point – „Full scope” of TP documentation: Local file, master file & benchmarking analysis. No CbCR obligations.

• Time - Tax audit performed within 0,5 year:

• General focus on transactions with related entities;

• Request for full scope of SAF-T data.

• Audit methodology:

• TP files review;

• Benchmarking analysis challenge;

• General analysis of other CIT areas; 

• Analysis of mark-up on particular flows to related entities.

• Outcome:

• Focus on TP settlements between producer and HQ;

• Audit’s result was generally based on rewrite of Company’s TP files;

• Result – small adjustment on key flow of producer.

Perspective: Producer

Post-BEPS regulations (2017)



• TP Starting point – Local files for transactions (no master file or benchmarking analysis provided to tax authorities)

• Countries:

• Italy (relatively quick), Czech Republic (long lasting).

• Audit methodology:

• Analysis of source documents;

• Focus on general tax result of local companies without sufficient analysis of particular flows with related parties;

• Outcome:

• Questioning of tax result in case of tax loss by decreasing the overall amount of tax deductible cost incurred by local entity;

• No profound TP analysis  (general approach limited to achieving the anticipated tax/ economic result of local distributor);

• What about economic efficiency of subsidiaries?

Perspective: Local Company

Pre-BEPS regulations



• Lack of sufficient structure of data to fully assess TP results of companies for pre-BEPS tax years;

• Result oriented tax authorities;

• In case of subsidiaries acting as local distributor – Focus on expected overall EBIT result without sufficient analysis of 

nature of taxable loss (disregarding of internal inefficiency of particular subsidiary);

• Non-EU countries does not explore the potential of TP - their tax audits are rather focused on other CIT issues as well 

as WHT collection;

Summary

The truth about TP audits



Thank you!



TP AUDITS 
INTRODUCTION



Content

1. Starbucks & Fiat

2. Spain vs Ikea

3. Largest MAP Case in CEE

4. TP Audits – Romanian experience

5. Speakers bio’s



STARBUCKS
& FIAT



EU General Court rules on two cases 
regarding State aid in relation to tax rulings

On 24 September 2019, the General Court of the European Union ruled on

Starbucks (T-760/15 and T-636/16) and Fiat Chrysler (T-755/15 and T-759/15)

The Commission was unable to demonstrate the existence of an advantage in

favor of Starbucks. The Court did however upheld the Commission’s decision

against Fiat’s tax ruling in Luxembourg
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Timeline Starbucks

2019201820152014

June 11

Formal opening decisions 

European Commission

October 21

Final decisions 

European Commission

July 2

Plea Netherlands before 

EU General Court

December 1

Plea Luxembourg 

before EU General 

Court

September 24

Judgements EU 

General Court in 

Starbucks and Fiat case

44

Appeals before the EU 

Court of Justice?



State Aid: art. 107 EU Treaty

Advantage granted on a selective basis

Financed by the State or through State resources

Competition has been or may be distorted

Likely to affect trade between Member States

The General Court confirmed the right of the EC to assess the correct application of the

ALP by the Member States based on article 107(1) TFEU, even if the measure

assessed is an APA.
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Starbucks State Aid Case
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Starbucks tax ruling elements

The APA regards the determination of the arm’s length remuneration for SMBV

for its functions performed of roasting and logistics and a royalty payment to

Alki LP, for intangibles such as roasting process and know-how.

Starbucks and the Netherlands agreed a remuneration for SMBV, of a mark-up

of X% on SMBV’s relevant costs.

The royalty due to Alki LP consist of the “residual profit” after application of the

mark-up. SMBV excluded from its cost basis:

• cost of raw materials such as green coffee beans

• cost of Starbucks cups, napkins etc.

• services provided by third party (consignment manufacturing contracts) and the

royalty
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Judgement General Court Starbucks

General Court confirmed the right of the EC to assess the correct application of the

ALP by the Member States based on article 107(1) TFEU, even if the measure

assessed is an APA

The burden of proof is not met by the Commission. The General Court makes clear 

that is not sufficient for the EC to successfully challenge the transfer pricing methods 

applied or to allege that they were incorrectly applied, without demonstrating that this 

has actually resulted in a more favorable tax outcome compared to standalone

companies
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Takeaways Starbucks

Prudent market operator vs. arm’s length principle / OECD

EC may test whether the outcome of the APA is arm’s length based on State Aid.

The local legislative framework allows this since it treats integrated companies and

standalone companies without distinction

It is important that functions are rewarded properly: outcome more relevant than

journey

The arm’s length principle is considered a proper tool

TP is not an exact science and the advantage granted must go beyond the

inaccuracies that are inherent to its application

Thus no state aid if remuneration within range

Application of an OECD TP method does not in itself lead to an advantage. Thus no

best method rule exists
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Takeaways Starbucks CNT’D

EC bears the burden of proof and must quantify the advantage

Tax administration may not use information of a later date (no hindsight)

What can be concluded regarding the legislative framework and the BEPS updates of

the OECD TP Guidelines?

One-sided approach not per sé incorrect
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Fiat State Aid Case

Illegal?

Luxembourg 

likely to 

appeal
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Fiat tax ruling elements

Capital segmented in three categories

• Hypothetical regulatory equity conform Basel II framework: 6,05%

• Equity to offset FFT’s holding functions (60% of equity)

• Equity to perform functions (closing entry): 0,87%

Return on Equity based on CAPM method with Beta based on sample of

66 companies
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Judgement General Court Fiat

The actual existence of an advantage must be demonstrated by reference to

'normal' taxation as defined by the national tax rules.

If the national tax rules make no distinction between integrated companies and

national companies, the ALP may be used to assess whether the tax ruling

reflects the market conditions that apply to transactions of standalone

companies.

Segmentation of the capital of an integrated company is neither expressly

authorized nor prohibited. However, in this case the segmentation of capital was

considered erroneous and thus the whole capital of FFT should have been the

basis for risk compensation. The APA is thus not a reliable approximation of an

arm’s length outcome and constitutes State Aid.
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Comments on the Court’s decision 

Was the methodology applied in the tax ruling clearly inconsistent with the

arm’s length standard?

Is there only one “right” methodology?

The TP approach shows some resemblance with the excess profit regime in

Belgium (a state aid case the Court recently decided in favor of the

taxpayer)

TP is not an exact science and the choice of method may be debatable,

but state aid should not be direct consequence of a debatable method
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Comments on the Court’s decision 

The arm's length return on equity considered by the Commission and the

Court was based on the expectations of Deutsche Bank regarding its own

profitability (which, as we know today, did not materialize), deviating from

the principle of a case-by-case analysis

Why should an intra-group finance company with a more limited risk and

functional profile realise the same profitability as a regulated bank?

The same return on equity for different economic activities is debatable
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Takeaways Fiat

Segmentation of capital should be justified by the functions performed

It should be demonstrated why a certain methodology was applied

The methodology to determine the equity at risk and return on equity may

not be inconsistent in itself

Taxpayers that still rely on rulings should reconsider their tax risk

management strategies (rulings vs. comprehensive TP analyses)
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LUXEMBOURG 
– RECENT TP 
CASE LAW



Judgement from 17 July 2019

58

100%

Lux PropCo
(Luxembourg)

100%
Loan

@ 12%

Shareholder
(abroad)

France

A Luxembourg Company investing in foreign real 

estate had financed the acquisition of a real estate 

located in France with a loan from its sole direct 

shareholder bearing interest at 12%. At the time the 

loan was granted, no TP study had been prepared to 

determine the arm's length interest rate

The Luxembourg Administrative Court considered 

part of the interest paid on an interest-bearing 

shareholder loan as a deemed dividend distribution

The excess interest is subject to 15% Luxembourg 

withholding tax



Judgement from 17 July 2019
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100%

Lux PropCo
(Luxembourg)

100%
Loan

@ 12%

Shareholder
(abroad)

France

A TP study was prepared shortly after the tax 

assessment was released in order to evidence that 

the interest rate was at arm's length 

The determined rate was determined based on the 

comparable uncontrolled price (CUP) method and 

corresponded to the upper quartile point in the TP 

study 

The tax authorities considered that the TP study 

prepared was only relevant for tax year 2011 as a 

result of which the taxpayer prepared additional TP 

studies for subsequent years



Takeaways

60

100%

Lux PropCo
(Luxembourg)

100%
Loan

@ 12%

Shareholder
(abroad)

France

TP documentation should be prepared in a timely 

manner (ideally before implementing a transaction)

TP documentation is also relevant where no 

deduction is sought in Luxembourg (e.g., if foreign 

real estate is held through a Luxembourg SPV)

A deviation from the median value is usually not 

accepted

TP studies need to comply with certain 

methodological standards



SPAIN vs. IKEA 
March 6, 2019



SPAIN vs IKEA March 6, 2019

TP key topics

Extensive use of the OECD Guidelines by Spanish Court to analyse

the case and rule on it

Multiple year data analysis

Use of measures of central tendency: adjustment to the range rather

than to the median
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SPAIN vs IKEA March 6, 2019

Multiple year data analysis

63

3.75 In practice, examining multiple year data is often useful in a comparability analysis, but it 

is not a systematic requirement. (…)

3.76 In order to obtain a complete understanding of the facts and circumstances surrounding 

the controlled transaction, it generally might be useful to examine data from both the year 

under examination and prior years.  (…)

“

”Spanish Court interpretation of Guidelines :

Multiple year data analysis is often useful for comparability analysis but not to 

assess the taxpayer transfer price which must be assessed on a yearly basis



SPAIN vs IKEA March 6, 2019
Use of measures of central tendency

OECD Guidelines: A.7.2 Selecting the most appropriate point in the range

3.60 If the relevant condition of the controlled transaction (e.g. price or margin) is within the 

arm’s length range, no adjustment should be made.

“
”

Spanish Court interpretation of Guidelines :

No adjustment if the price/margin applied by the taxpayer is within the range 
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SPAIN vs IKEA March 6, 2019
Use of measures of central tendency

3.61 If the relevant condition of the controlled transaction (e.g. price or margin) falls outside the arm’s length range 

asserted by the tax administration (…)

3.62 In determining this point, where the range comprises results of relatively equal and high reliability, it could be 

argued that any point in the range satisfies the arm’s length principle. Where comparability defects remain as 

discussed at paragraph 3.57, it may be appropriate to use measures of central tendency to determine this point (for 

instance the median, the mean or weighted averages, etc., depending on the specific characteristics of the data set), in 

order to minimise the risk of error due to unknown or unquantifiable remaining comparability defects.

“

”Spanish Court interpretation of Guidelines :

Range comprises results of relatively equal and high reliability, any point in the range shall be 

acceptable

Only where comparability defects remain in the sample, measures of central tendency shall be 

applied (median, mean, weighted averages, etc.)  
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SPAIN vs IKEA March 6, 2019
Use of measures of central tendency

Spanish Court interpretation of Guidelines :

What comparability defects mean?

Differences between turnover of comparable entities and taxpayer does not suffice

The use by the Tax Inspection of the taxpayer’ Benchmark is an evidence that no comparability 

defects were identified by Tax Inspection
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SPAIN vs SGL 
CARBON 
HOLDING 
April 22, 2019



• Facts: Spanish subsidiary funds the acquisition of intragroup shareholdings with 

intragroup debt

• Resolution: Fraud of Law, the transaction lacks of any business rationale other than tax

• Taxpayer allegation: Taxpayer alleged that this intragroup debt helped to redistribute the 

intragroup financing and that Spanish Companies were less leveraged than the Group 

(change of criterion: Previous Court Resolution June 28, 2018)

• Spanish Tax Authority and Court position: The arm’s length nature of the 

indebtedness is not accepted as business motive
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SPAIN vs SGL CARBON HOLDING April 22, 2019
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SPAIN vs SGL CARBON HOLDING April 22, 2019

ACCESS TO MAP?

It is denied the access to MAP on the grounds of Spanish legislation on MAPs that 

determines: 

Article 8 Reglamento MAP:

Mutual agreement procedure may be denied, amongst other, in the following cases:

(a) In the absence of an applicable Tax Treaty with a provision on the mutual agreement procedure.

(b) When the request is submitted after the time limit provided for in the Tax Treaty or is submitted by a person not entitled to do

so.

(c) When it is not appropriate to initiate a mutual agreement procedure because it is a matter of domestic law and not a

Tax Treaty controversy.

(d) Where it is known that the taxpayer's conduct was intended to avoid taxation in one of the jurisdictions involved. (…)

“

”



• Change of criterion: Previous Court Resolution March 28, 2017

• BEPS Action 14 encourages as a Minimum Standard the Access to MAP if the

adjustment through domestic GAAR has resulted in double taxation

• OECD 2018 Peer Review recommended amendment of Spanish MAP 

regulation (in particular Article 8.1 transcribed in previous slide) because it

creates risk of denial of access to MAP. Spain claimed in Peer Review that since

2016 it has never denied access on the grounds of domestic GAAR adjustment
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SPAIN vs SGL CARBON HOLDING April 22, 2019

• The Directive 2017/1852/EU does not address this issue

• Provided that MLI introduces BEPS Action 14 Minimum standard it could be 

alleged to claim access when entered into force

• Double taxation arise due to domestic interest barrier rule and non-

deductibility rule applicable to intragroup financing used for intragroup

acquisitions of shareholdings, should they have access to MAP?
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LARGEST 
MAP CASE IN 
CEE



LEGAL AND PROCESS SCHEME

Tax audit 2011, Focus: Profit margin

MAP: Procedure under the Arbitration Convention for 2011 (DE-SK)

Bilateral APA 2014 – 2018, (roll back 2012 – 2013)

Interruption of APA procedure until MAP completion

01/12/2012
30/05/2012
05/11/2012
18/08/2014
19/12/2013

15/08/2014

11/06/2015

31/12/2016

26/10/2017
09/01/2018

31/10/2018

2019
2020



KEY TOPICS IN TAX AUDITS 
FOCUSED ON TRANSFER PRICES

Transfer pricing

• TNMM or Cost Plus Method

• Cost base (with or without production material)

• Profit margin

• Unrelated parties non existent

• Benchmarking (s. possible approaches, point 3)

• Impact of BEPS (location savings...)
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KEY TOPICS IN TAX AUDITS 
FOCUSED ON TRANSFER PRICES

Fiscal approaches

• Basis: Added value vs. full costs (central procurement)

• Routine production vs. performance, efficiency increase

• Contribution of the local company to the product development process, 

start-up

• Quality control

• Production know-how, qualified workforce

• Profit margin
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KEY TOPICS IN TAX AUDITS 
FOCUSED ON TRANSFER PRICES

Impact on local tax law

• More detailed regulation of both unilateral and bilateral procedures

• Roll-back in the case of bilateral APA (consent of countries)

• Zero or reduced procedure-related sanctions

• New regulation of the Finance Ministry on the procedure
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BENCHMARKING ISSUES AND 
ALTERNATIVES
Benchmark study 1: Total of 7 (out of 10) entities comparable in terms of size 

(turnover over EUR 1 billion), character of activities (industry codes), region (V4 

– CZ, SK, PL, HU), even though parts of multinational enterprises.
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BENCHMARKING ISSUES AND 
ALTERNATIVES
Benchmark study 2: Total of 6 (out of 17) entities comparable in terms of size 

(turnover over EUR 100 million), character of activities (broader scope of industry), 

wider region – Europe, but independent and partly independent entities (up to 50% 

participation). 
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BENCHMARKING ISSUES AND 
ALTERNATIVES
Benchmark study 3: Total of 26 (out of 64) independent entities less comparable

in terms of size and character of activities (broader scope of industry), wider

region – EU28.
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TP AUDITS –
ROMANIAN 
EXPERIENCE



Romania –Audit and Litigation

Increased scrutiny of tax authorities with respect to transfer pricing issues

Special audit operations initiated by the tax authorities targeting specific 

categories (e.g. operation “Iceberg”) of taxpayers and/or specific industries 

aimed at identifying TP risks 

Significant transfer pricing assessments made (e.g. decrease of tax loss, 

additional corporate income tax and late payment penalties, additional 

withholding tax)
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Romania –Audit and Litigation - Issues

Management & Consultancy fees

Highly scrutinized and denied for deduction in most of the cases

Initially dismissed on the grounds of lack of supporting documentation 

proving the actual rendering of the service

Currently dismissed on grounds such as: lack of benefit for the 

beneficiary, lack of need for the service, duplication
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Romania –Audit and Litigation - Issues

TP methods

Preference for the TNMM method and tendency of tax inspectors to 

disregard other methods applied by the taxpayer

Lack of analysis of the tax authorities of special circumstances such as: 

start-up period, reorganization, etc.
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Romania –Audit and Litigation - Issues

Benchmarks

Mandatory requirement for performance of local benchmarks as a first 

step of the analysis

Independence criterion highly scrutinized

Year by year analysis

Adjustment to the median value of the range if financial indicator falls 

outside the inter quartile range

In practice, benchmark still required for low value added services
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Romania –Audit and Litigation - Issues

Others

Reclassification of transaction under substance over form principle

Attention focused to other intra-group transactions (financial transactions, 

IP licensing, PEs) which were not that scrutinized in the past

Different approaches taken by audit teams with respect to similar issues

Initiation of criminal investigations
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Romania –Audit and Litigation - Issues

Litigation

Administrative proceedings in TP area not very successful

Most of the TP cases are taken further to Court

Court litigation

Lack of specialized courts as regards taxation matters

No consistency of court decisions for similar matters
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Plan

Document

Consider APAs

Prepare

Assess risks
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BIO / CONTACT

Renáta Bláhová is founding partner of BMB Partners in Slovakia. She 

has 20 years of experience in tax and accounting law, specializing mainly 

in Slovak and international tax law, direct taxes, transfer pricing, 

transactional services and M&A. 

Renata is president of the Slovak branch of the International Fiscal 

Association, a member of the Methodical Commission for Direct Taxes at 

the Slovak Ministry of Finance and chair of the working group Law and 

Taxes at the Slovak-German Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

RENÁTA BLÁHOVÁ, FCCA, LL.M

BMB Partners, Taxand Slovakia

T: +421 221 299 000 |  E: renata.blahova@bmb.sk
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BIO / CONTACT

Adriana is a certified tax consultant with over 15 years of professional 

experience as tax advisor with Taxhouse and KPMG Romania. She is 

specialised in domestic and international direct taxation, focusing on 

transfer pricing and international taxation.

Adriana’s experience includes drafting of transfer pricing files, assistance 

during tax audits, tax reviews and on-going advice to multinationals 

acting in various industries such as retail, FMCG, banking, energy, and 

services. She also acted as trainer and speaker at various conferences 

and seminars.

Adriana holds a Bachelor’s degree in Business  Economics from the 

Academy of Economic Studies in Bucharest and she is a member of the 

Romanian Tax Advisors Chambers and also a judicial tax expert.

ADRIANA CRACIUN

Taxhouse, Taxand Romania

T: +40 21 316 06 45 |  E: adriana.craciun@taxhouse.ro
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BIO / CONTACT

Felipe is a partner of Garrigues since 2009.

He is a specialist in Transfer Pricing and Tax Law,  having a vast 

experience in the advice of multinational companies and international 

investors with interests in Spain, being the reference tax advisor of 

several large multinational groups with regard to all their dealings in 

Spain. 

He has represented many multinational groups in TP and tax audit 

processes, as well as in legal procedures in front of the Spanish Courts. 

Felipe has advised on the implementation of the global TP policy of 

Spanish multinational and represented numerous clients in MAP and 

APA procedures. 

Felipe González

Garrigues, Spain

T: +34 95 207 55 25 |  E: felipe.gonzalez.martin@garrigues.com
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BIO / CONTACT

A tax professional since 2010, Andreas has experience in Luxembourg 

transfer pricing and international tax advisory for a wide range of 

institutional investors and financial institutions. Andreas provides advice 

on the tax and transfer pricing structuring of alternative investments 

through Luxembourg (private equity, real estate, sovereign wealth funds) 

as well as multinational groups. He advises clients on all direct tax 

matters (deal structuring, corporate reorganisations, mergers and 

acquisitions as well as exit planning) as well as on transfer pricing 

aspects in relation to the pricing of financial instruments and intra-group 

services. Andreas is a chartered accountant in Luxembourg (“expert-

comptable”) and a certified German tax adviser (“Steuerberater”). 

Andreas Medler

Atoz, Taxand Luxembourg

T: +352 26 940 237 |  E: andreas.medler@atoz.lu
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BIO / CONTACT

Jimmie van der Zwaan is a partner of Taxand Netherlands. He 

specializes in international corporate tax and transfer pricing. He 

frequently works on complex business restructuring  and APA 

negotiations. As the global leader of the Taxand Energy service line, 

Jimmie’s clients include many corporations from the Energy industry 

sector. 

His Transfer Pricing Team is ranked as Top Tier by World Transfer Pricing 

(International Tax Review). Jimmie is a member of the Dutch Association 

of Tax Advisers. 

Jimmie van der Zwaan

Partner Taxand B.V. Netherlands

T: +31 20 4356 422  |  E: jimmie.vanderzwaan@taxand.nl
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Your Answers



Questions to the Audience (1)

Does your company use a Profit Split Method to either set intercompany prices or to test the 

financial results of intercompany transactions?

A. No

B. Yes, to test financial results

C. Yes, to set pricing and to test financial 

results

No

Ye
s, 

to
 te

st 
fin

an
cia

l ..
.

Ye
s, 

to
 se

t p
ric

ing
 an

d..
.

62%

25%
13%



Questions to the Audience (2)

Have intercompany financial transactions been examined as part of a tax audit of your 

company?

A. No

B. Yes, however, the tax authorities did 

not challenge the transaction

C. Yes and the tax authorities 

challenged the transaction

No

Ye
s, 

ho
wev

er
, th

e t
ax

...

Ye
s a

nd
 th

e t
ax
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th

o..
.

36% 39%

25%



Questions to the Audience (3)

Has your company entered into any APAs?

A. No

B. No, but we are in the proces of 

obtaining APA

C. Yes, unilateral

D. Yes, bilateral or multilateral

No

No, 
bu

t w
e a

re
 in

 th
e..

.

Ye
s, 

un
ila

ter
al

Ye
s, 

bil
at

er
al 

or
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ult
...

62%

8%
15%15%



Questions to the Audience (4)

Does your company use benchmark analyses to set intercompany interest rates?

A. No

B. Yes, based on internal comparables

C. Yes, based on external comparables

D. Yes, based on internal and external

comparables

No

Ye
s, 

ba
se

d o
n i

nt
ern

a..
.

Ye
s, 
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d o
n e

xte
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a..
.

Ye
s, 
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15%

33%

47%

5%



Questions to the Audience (5)

What is the hot TP topic for your organization?

A. Financial Transactions

B. Intangible transactions

C. Business restructurings

D. TP compliance and data quality

E. All answers

Fin
an

cia
l T

ra
ns

ac
tio

ns

Int
an

gib
le 

tra
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ac
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Bu
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All a
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6%

17%

49%

23%

5%



HOT TOPICS



HOT TOPICS

Intercompany Financing: A focus on interest rates

Functional / Value chain analysis and transfer pricing methodologies

Specific tax regimes influenced by transfer pricing

Dynamic interpretation of the rules and increasing uncertainty
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Intercompany Financing: A focus on interest rates

102

Global hot topic in TP audits

Market based interest rate vs. interest rate recommended by tax regulations 

Difficulties for benchmarking and documenting (characteristics, 

comparability factors, etc.)



Functional / Value chain analysis and 
transfer pricing methodologies

103

Group organizations become more and more complex and integrated

Value chain analysis vs. traditional functional analysis

Risk analysis and valuation of intangibles more and more sophisticated

Are traditional TP approaches relying on a “”routine entity” still relevant ?

New approaches 



Specific tax regimes influenced by 
transfer pricing

104

US BEAT tax

French Patent box regime / Polish IP box – are TP rules the best tool?

… also non-tax – competition law, accounting



KEY 
TAKEAWAYS



KEY TAKEWAYS

106

Interest rates: both tax and transfer pricing analyses more than ever

recommended in particular at the level of the borrower

Value chain analysis and TP methodologies: “testing” of the allocation of

margin recommended between the entities parties to the intercompany

transaction

Specific tax regimes influenced by transfer pricing: 360° view recommended

when setting transfer prices

Transparency of TP requires changes in the tax function



BIO / CONTACT

Polish certified tax advisor. Member of IFA. 

Non-governmental member of EC's Joint Transfer Pricing Forum.

Sylwia has experience in general tax advisory, specialized in transfer pricing, 

corporate income tax and international tax. Currently, tax manager at ABB 

Power Grids.

Chairman of the Transfer Pricing Centre - Association devoted to promoting 

transfer pricing knowledge in Poland. 

Sylwia brings togehter experience in the public sector (Ministry of Finance), 

consulting (Big 5 firms), business and volunteering (Transfer Pricing Centre 

Association, Business Centre Club in Poland, Joint Transfer Pricing Forum). 

Lecturer at Warsaw School of Economics – post-graduate studies.

Sylwia Rzymkowska

Centrum Cen Transferowych / ABB Power Grids Poland

E: sylwia.rzymkowska@cct.org.pl
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BIO / CONTACT

Marc Alms is a Managing Director with Alvarez & Marsal Taxand, LLC in New York, 

focusing on transfer pricing. He has more than twenty years of experience assisting 

both public and privately-held clients. Mr. Alms’ background includes leading teams in 

the evaluation of intercompany transactions to determine whether they meet 

applicable US and foreign transfer pricing regulations. Having worked and lived in 

different countries over the course of his career, he has significant experience 

providing clients practical advice in their transfer pricing arrangements and helping to 

resolve international tax controversy matters, including through APA and MAP. Mr. 

Alms earned a Juris Doctor from the University of Pennsylvania Law School, a 

bachelor of arts degree in history from the University of California, San Diego and 

undertook additional studies at the Georg August Universität in Göttingen. He was 

admitted to the bar in California and is a member of the California State Bar 

Association. 

Marc Alms

Alvarez & Marsal, Taxand US

T: +1 212 763 1887 |  E: malms@alvarezandmarsal.com
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BIO / CONTACT

Fabien has been advising clients (larger corporations, small and medium-sized 

businesses, start-ups) since 2009 on:

Transfer pricing policy design, documentation and implementation

Legal and tax structuring of new operations or restructuring of existing 

operations

Transfer pricing compliance

Tax audit and litigation assistance

Corporate and asset valuation work in restructuring operations

Economic analyses pertaining to various types of transactions

Fabien teaches at Paris Dauphine University and EDHEC Business School.

Fabien Billiaert

Arsene Taxand, France

T: +33 1 70 39 47 82 |  E: fabien.billiaert@arsene-taxand.com
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AGENDA

1. The OECD work on addressing the tax challenges on digitalization

• Introduction

• Pillar One

• Pillar Two

• Economic analysis & impact assessment

2. The non-EU perspective on digital taxation – diversion from the OECD approach?

3. Unilateral measures in Europe – past, present… and future?
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The OECD work on 

addressing the tax 

challenges on 

digitalization
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OVERVIEW

Public consultation documents

113

Economic

analysis and 

Impact 

Assessment

Proposal of the

Secretariat for a 

„Unified Approach“

Multiple-tier approach
Pillar One

Global Anti-Base 

Erosion (GloBE) 

proposal

Pillar Two

New nexus rule
unconstained by

physical presence

Profit allocation

rules

Amount A

Portion (%) of deemed

residual profit

Amount B

Fixed return for

marketing distribution

functions

Amount C

Additional return based 

on TP analysis

Consensus-based long-term solution by the end of 2020

Income Inclusion

Rule

Undertaxed

Payment Rule



PREVIOUS DEVELOPMENT

2015 2017 2018 2019
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October:

BEPS Action 1 

“Addressing the 

tax challenges of 

the digital 

economy”

September -

November:

OECD Call for: 

input, 

commentaries & 

public consultation

March:

OECD TFDE 

entitled: “Tax 

Challenges 

Arising from 

Digitalisation 

– Interim 

Report 2018”

July/ 

December :

Meetings of 

the Taskforce 

on the Digital 

Economy

January:

OECD 

TFDE 

issued:

policy 

note 

February:

OECD issued:

a public 

consultation 

document 

seeking public 

comments

March:

OECD issued:

Policy brief on 

Tax and 

Digitalisation 

and Public 

Consultation

May:

Program of Work:

urgent need to agree on the 

outline architecture of a 

unified approach to taxation 

of digital economy

June:

Program of 

Work is 

approved by 

G20 leaders

November:

OECD issued: 

Public 

consultation 

document on 

GloBE 

Proposal 

(Pillar Two)

October -

November:

G20 

Finance 

Ministers 

meeting to 

discuss 

proposed 

unified 

approach

October:

OECD Secretary 

issued: 

high-level 

Proposal for a 

“Unified 

Approach” under 

Pillar One 



PREVIOUS DEVELOPMENT

Interim Report in March 2018 by OECD Task Force on the Digital Economy (TFDE)

Based on mandate issued by Finance Ministers of G20 in March 2017

Report identifies that consensus approach between member states does not yet exist and 

therefore does not make any specific recommendations to Member States 

• Further work will need to be carried out to understand the various business models operated 

by enterprises offering digital goods and services

115

BEPS Action 1 in October 2015

Conclusion: digital economy cannot be ring-fenced because it 

is becoming increasingly the economy itself

No recommendation on options analyzed



PREVIOUS DEVELOPMENT

Policy Note by OECD TFDE in January 2019
First approaches: identified 4 proposals to explore on a “without prejudice” basis

Proposals were grouped into 2 pillars

• Pillar 1: concentrated on allocation of taxing rights and review of profit allocation and nexus 

rules and contained 3 proposals relating to “user participation”, “marketing intangibles” and 

“significant economic presence”

• Pillar 2: introduced measures to achieve a global minimum taxation via an income inclusion 

rule (similar to US GILTI) and the denial of deduction of certain base eroding payments 

(similar to US BEAT) to combat tax-rate arbitrage (initially explicitly excluded from BEPS 

Project)

“Programme of Work to Develop a Consensus Solution to the Tax Challenges Arising from the 

Digitalisation” by OECD Inclusive Framework in May 2019
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PREVIOUS DEVELOPMENT

High-level Proposal for a “Unified Approach” under Pillar One by OECD Secretary on 

9 October 2019
Highlights commonalities between three proposals of Pillar One

• all proposals envision a new nexus rule that do not depend on physical presence;

• all proposals go beyond arm’s-length principle and depart from separate entity principle; 

• all proposals would reallocate taxing rights in favour of user/market jurisdiction; and 

• all proposals seek simplicity, administrability, and increased tax certainty through effective and 

binding dispute prevention and resolution mechanisms

Public consultation document on Global Anti-Base Erosion Proposal (“GloBE”) -

Pillar Two on 8 November 2019
Addresses technical challenges regarding 

• the use of financial accounts as a starting point for the tax base determination;

• the level of blending under the GloBE proposal, 

• the experiences with carve-outs and thresholds.
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NEXT STEPS

2019 2020

118

9 December:

Public Consultation 

on developments 

under Pillar Two

Begin of 2020:

Blueprint agreement 

ready for approval by 

meeting of OECD 

Inclusive Framework

November 2020:

OECD releases Final Report:

Final solution on Pillar 1 and 

2 ready for G20 meeting in 

Riyadh

21-22 November:

Public Consultation on 

developments under 

Pillar One



PILLAR ONE
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SETTING THE SCENE

Underlying concerns

• Businesses may interact remotely with customers and create meaningful value without 

traditional physical presence in market jurisdiction

• No allocation of sufficient profit to market jurisdictions in case of existing physical presence

• Main goal: ensuring that MNEs pay their fair share

Failure to reach global consensus by 2020 enhances risk that countries will act 

unilaterally and uncoordinated

• Making compliance and administration more difficult 

• Increasing risk of double taxation
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“UNIFIED APPROACH” - IN A NUTSHELL

121

Scope
highly digital business models and consumer-facing businesses, carve-outs

New nexus rule
unconstrained by physical presence

New profit allocation rules
Formulaic, MNE group level, beyond ALP

Increased tax certainty via three-tier mechanism
for profit allocation



SCOPE

Scope covers the following features – by nature

• Digital centric businesses

• Feature: interact remotely with users who may/may not be primary customers

• Other consumer-facing businesses

• Feature: customer engagement and interaction/data collection and exploitation/marketing 

and branding is significant & can be carried out from remote location

• Very broad!

• Carve-outs?

• Extractive industries and commodities

• Financial services?

Scope of businesses covered – by size

• large consumer-facing businesses

• EUR 750 mio annual revenue threshold
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ASSUMPTION: 
HIGHLY PROFITABLE!



SCOPE

123

Conclusions

Features may apply to any business 
and not just businesses with highly 
digital models → proposals impact 
nearly all MNEs (except for carve-outs)

Very broad!

Open issues

Definition of “consumer-facing 
business”?

• Consumer = individual acquiring/using 
goods/services for personal purposes

• B2B excluded?

Supply of goods/services through 
intermediaries? Supply of components? 
Use of franchise arrangements?



NEW NEXUS RULE

Nexus = sufficient economic relationship within a certain jurisdiction for that 

jurisdictions to be able to tax this particular company

Status quo

• Taxation rights based on PE-concept

• Broadening of agent PE-concept according to BEPS Action 7 (Preventing the Artificial 

Avoidance of Permanent Establishment Status) 
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NEW NEXUS RULE

New nexus

• Unconstrained by physical presence requirements

• Assumption of “sustained and significant involvement” in economy of market jurisdiction 

(through consumer interaction/engagement) without physical presence

• Revenue threshold as primary indicator
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NEW NEXUS RULE

126

Conclusions

Reallocation of taxing rights to market 
jurisdictions

No reference to value creation as 
fundamental basis of definition of right 
to tax

Objective

Implementation as a “Stand-alone rule” 
(on top of PE-concept)

• Objective: limit unintended spill-over effects

• Neutrality between different business 
models: also applicable to taxpayers selling 
in a market through related/non-related 
distributor to capture all forms of remote 
involvement in the economy of a market 
jurisdiction



NEW PROFIT ALLOCATION RULES

Status quo

• Profit allocation rules stipulated in Art 7 and Art 9 OECD-MC

• Require PE or related party

• Based on functions performed/risks assumed/assets used in respective market 

jurisdiction

127

• Considerable amount of tax disputes on 

interpretation & practical application of existing 

principles

• In particular with regard to marketing and 

distribution activities)

• Do current rules work well only for routine 

transactions?

Source: http://www.oecd.org/tax/dispute/mutual-agreement-procedure-statistics.htm



NEW PROFIT ALLOCATION RULES

Suggestion provided by Secretariat Proposal

• New profit allocation rules going beyond ALP and Art 7 OECD-MC

• Re-allocate profits and corresponding taxing rights to jurisdictions where MNEs have 

their markets irrespective of physical nexus

• But: co-existence with existing TP-rules where they work relatively well

• Should be equally applicable to both profits and losses

Solution – three tier mechanism

• approach contains features of residual profit split method (RSP) and fractional 

apportionment method (by relying on formula-based calculations)

• leaves existing TP rules in place (proposal = second layer on top of existing TP rules)
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NEW PROFIT ALLOCATION RULES

Three tier approach to allocate returns to the market/user jurisdiction

129

AMOUNT A AMOUNT B and C

Amount of profit is allocated to 

countries where MNE group has no 

physical presence

• New taxing right to market/user 

jurisdiction

Formulaic approach based on total 

group/business line profits

No links to ALP

No new taxing right – merely a 

modified operation of the ALP

Follows the separate entity 

approach

Amount B and C apply only be reference to the presence of 

a traditional nexus in market jurisdiction (subsidiary or PE)

→ Not in case of application of new non-physical 

nexus rule (which gives rise to Amount A)



NEW PROFIT ALLOCATION RULES

Determination of Amount A

• 4 steps:

130

1. Determine total profit of MNE group (Z)

2. Subtract % that is considered deemed routine profits (X) to 

achieve Y which is considered to represent the deemed non-

routine profits that is subject to the residual profit split

3. Distinguish Y between the profits attributable to market 

jurisdictions (assumed here to be W%) and the profits 

attributable to other factors such as trade intangibles 

(assumed here to be V%)

4. In a final step the deemed non-routine profit (W%) is allocated 

among the eligible market jurisdictions

Overall profit

Market 

jurisdiction

Deemed non-

routine profit

Deemed 

routine 

profit

Non-routine 

profit (market 

jurisdictions)



NEW PROFIT ALLOCATION RULES
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Open issues 
Amount A

Which overall profit? How to calculate?

Calculation of “deemed routine” profit?

Proportion of “deemed residual” profit that should be allocated to the market?

Formula based on sales (as allocation key) to allocate relevant portion of 

deemed non-routine profit among eligible market jurisdictions? 

How should segmentation based on business lines, region and or market 

apply?

Differentiation between different digital business models and industries?

Which member(s) of MNE group own taxable profit in market jurisdiction(s)? 

Entities with high profitability? Entities owning certain IPs?

How to eliminate double taxation?

Enforcement and collection of taxes if amount A is assigned to an enterprise 

not resident in market jurisdiction? Application of a new WHT?

Specific rules for treatment of losses under Amount A?



NEW PROFIT ALLOCATION RULES

Determination of Amount B

• Amount B seeks to establish a fixed return (or fixed returns, varying by industry or 

region) for certain “baseline” or routine marketing and distribution activities taking place 

in a market jurisdiction

• Fixed return under Amount B seeks to reduce disputes in this area

• Tensions are immanent as a result of applying transfer pricing rules

• Intention: benefit taxpayers and tax administrations, as it would reduce risk of double 

taxation as well as substantial compliance costs arising from aggressive enforcement of 

current transfer pricing rules

• Amount B could be (1) a single fixed percentage; (2) a fixed percentage that varies by 

industry and/or region; or (3) some other agreed method
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NEW PROFIT ALLOCATION RULES

133

Open issues 
Amount B

Which activities to be covered under “baseline or routine marketing 

and distribution activities” that qualify for fixed return?

Determination of quantum of fixed return?



NEW PROFIT ALLOCATION RULES

Determination of Amount C

• Additional amount to be taxed in market jurisdiction if 

(i) marketing and distribution activities taking place in market jurisdiction go beyond 

baseline level of functionality and warrant profit > fixed return under Amount B or 

(ii) MNE performs other activities in jurisdiction unrelated to marketing and distribution

• An additional profit – Amount C – would be due where this is supported by the application of 

existing ALP

• The introduction of Amount C requires robust measures to resolve disputes and prevent 

double taxation 

• Including mandatory and effective dispute prevention and resolution mechanisms to 

ensure the elimination of protracted disputes and double taxation
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Conclusions Amount C

Retains ability of tax administrations and 

taxpayers to argue that marketing and 

distribution activities taking place in market 

jurisdiction go beyond baseline level of 

functionality and therefore warrant a profit 

in excess of fixed return contemplated 

under Amount B

Open issues Amount C

Interplay with existing prevention and 

resolution mechanisms such as APAs, 

MAP and arbitration?
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Pillar 2 – Policy background of GloBE
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Income not 
subject to 
tax at a 

minimum 
rate

Income 
inclusion 

rule

Switch-
over rule

Undertaxed
payments 

rule

Subject to 
tax rule

Provide jurisdictions with the ability to “tax back” group 

profits that are subject to a low effective rate of tax

Multilateral solution to avoid uncoordinated rules, 

increased complexity and risk of over-taxation

Reduce pressure on developing countries to grant tax 

incentives

Address profit shifting risk from intangibles but not 

ring-fenced to digital economy

Recent tax policy developments (e.g. GILTI) 

IF members agreed to explore on a without prejudice 

basis
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Rule coordination to mitigate double taxation risks

Proposal contains two approaches

Income Inclusion Rule

Low taxed income of subsidiaries and PEs 
can be taxed at level of parent company

Undertaxed Payment Rule

Jurisdiction of payer can deny deduction or
treaty relief if payments are not subject to

minimum taxation
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Part 1

• Inclusion Rule

• Switch-over rule

Part 2 

• Undertaxed
payments rule

• Subject to tax rule

Coordination

• Rule order

• Simplifications

• Thresholds

• Obligations under
international 
treaties



Pillar 2 – Income Inclusion Rule
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by top-up to level of minimum rate

to the extent income is not subject to a 
minimum taxation

proportional  to amount of 
shareholding/investment

Include Income at level of parent company

• Inclusion at minimum tax rate (top-up rate)

• Minimum rate as fixed rate (instead of use
of a percentage)

• Determination of the effective tax rate 
including simplifications (blending)?

• Thresholds and safe harbours?

• Further technical challenges (coordination
with other measures [esp. CFC], rule
coordination, credit of taxes paid, carve-
outs)?

Approach and pending questions



Pillar 2 – Switch-over Rule
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• Double taxation treaties that prevent double taxation using the exemption
method

• State of residence receives right to switch from exemption method to credit
method

• PE Income

• Income from immovable property

• To the extent that such income has not been subject to mimnimum tax



Pillar 2 – Undertaxed Payment Rule
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Reduction of compliance and administration 
cost

Prevention of double and multiple taxation

Coordination with other rules and principles

Efficiency

Denial of deduction of payments that are not 
subject to minimum taxation

• Scope of rule

• Mechanism to address Conduit Structures

• Effective tax rate test, including 
simplifications

• Measures to address over taxation

• Extension to non related parties

• limitation to certain payments, e.g. 
interestes and royalties

Open Questions



Pillar 2 – Subject to tax rule
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• Domestic law and treaty 
changes

• that allow for imposition of 
source country taxation 

• when the income is not 
subject to a tax at a 
minimum rate

• Timing to determine effective tax rate

• Measures to address over taxation

• Extension to non related parties

• limitation to certain payments, e.g. 
interestes and royalties

Open Questions
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Public consultation document on Global Anti-Base Erosion Proposal (“GloBE”) 

- Pillar Two of 8 November 2019 addresses technical challenges regarding 

the use of financial accounts as a starting point for the tax base determination;

the level of “blending” under the GloBE proposal; 

the experiences with carve-outs and thresholds.
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Tax base determination

• Use of financial accounts to determine income

• Identification of necessary adjustments to overcome

• permanent differences

• temporary differences

• Possible approaches to addressing temporary differences are

• Carry-forward of excess taxes and tax attributes

• Deferred tax accounting

• Multi-year averaging
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Blending

• Effect of blending on volatility

• Use of consolidated financial accounting information

• Allocation of income between branch and head office

• Allocation of income of a tax transparent entity

• Crediting taxes that arise in another jurisdiction

• Treatment of dividends and other distributions
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Facts of the case
• A-group is headquartered in the BVI for 

historic reasons 

• The managing Holding is resident in US and 

holds shares in subsidiaries located in 

Poland and Germany.

• OpCo 1 benefits from the Polish IP regime 

that reduces part of their income to a tax 

burden of 5%.

• What are the effects of different levels of 

blending.

OpCo 1 OpCo 2 OpCo 3

HQ

Holding

100%

100%
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Carve-outs

• Regimes compliant with the standards of BEPS Action 5 on harmful tax 

practices.

• Other substance-based carve-outs, noting however such carve-outs would 

undermine the policy intent and effectiveness of the proposal.

• A return on tangible assets.

• Controlled corporations with related party transactions below a certain 

threshold.
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Final report End 2020

Interim report October/November 2019

Collaboration with EU and IMF

Bilateral coordination

Technical Work in working parties
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS & IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT

Pillar 1 involves significant change to the way taxing rights are allocated among 

jurisdictions and would lead to modest increase in tax revenues

• On average: low and middle-income economies expected to gain relatively more revenue 

from Pillar One than advanced economies

• But: larger market jurisdiction would expect to gain more revenue in absolute terms

Investment hubs, where presumably current levels of residual profit are high, would be 

expected to experience significant losses in tax base

MNEs operating in digital-oriented and intangible-intensive sectors would be significantly 

impacted by both pillars
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The combined effect of Pillars 1 and 2 would lead to a increase in global tax revenues



ECONOMIC ANALYSIS & IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT

Overall: impact on future-oriented effective tax rates is assumed as being modest

Both pillars reduce the dispersion of tax rates across jurisdictions and reduce incentives for 

MNEs to relocate profits

Inaction could further increase tax uncertainty and worsen business and investment 

environment
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Assumption: the package shall not adversely affect the investment environment
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Canada’s Income Tax System
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Tax laws applied based on commercial law rights and obligations created (no “economic 

substance” doctrine)

Primacy of legal substance particularly important in transfer pricing area – substantial 

deviation from OECD TP Guidelines (see December 2, 2019 Tax Notes International 

article)

Non-residents taxable on Canadian-source business income if “carrying on business in 

Canada”, subject to higher “permanent establishment” threshold in tax treaty network 

(~ 95 tax treaties)

all Canadian PE definitions use physical presence nexus

formulary apportionment used for inter-provincial allocation



Canada’s Sales Tax System
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Federal VAT-style 5% “goods & services tax” (GST)

Provincial sales tax mostly harmonized with federal GST (6-10%)

Currently federal GST not applied to digital services provided by non-residents of Canada 

(e.g., Netflix)

• two provinces do levy sales tax on these transaction

Application of federal GST to digital services provided by non-residents widely seen as 

inevitable

• $$$

• horizontal equity versus domestic content providers

• good politics



Liberal Party of Canada election platform

“We will make sure that multinational tech giants pay corporate tax on the 

revenue they generate in Canada. We will also work to achieve the standard 

set by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

to ensure that international digital corporations whose products are consumed 

in Canada collect and remit the same level of sales taxation as Canadian 

digital corporations.”

Liberal Party of Canada re-elected with a minority government on October 21, 2019; 

relying on left-wing parties for support

• no further tax policy announcements since then
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Parliamentary Budget Office Review

“This proposal would introduce a new 3% tax on the income of businesses in 

certain sectors of the digital economy. This policy would replicate the proposed 

digital services tax announced by the French government. It would be 

implemented on 1 April 2020. The tax would target only the following services: 

targeted advertising services and digital intermediation services. The tax would 

apply only to businesses with worldwide revenues of at least $1 billion and 

Canadian revenues of more than $40 million. The new tax would act as a value-

added tax”

• would appear not to apply to content providers such as Netflix; no subsequent details yet
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Pillar 1: United States
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U.S. strongly opposed to digital services taxes (including Canada’s proposal)

• industry letter of November 15, 2019 to U.S. officials in response to Canadian 

proposal

• 90-day window to negotiate with France before tariffs apply

U.S. Treasury Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy David Kautter (November 13)

“[U.S.] “very strongly opposes unilateral digital services taxes that predominantly fall 

on U.S. companies,”; expresses support for OECD-based multilateral solution
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U.S. Chamber of Commerce Nov. 11 response to Pillar 1 Proposals:

Withdrawal of unilateral measures (DSTs, DPTs, ORT, MAALs, equalization levies, etc.).

An economic impact assessment be completed and made public before any agreement is made on an 

approach.

That some form of binding dispute resolution mechanism be implemented before any final consensus 

agreement on digitalization is reached.

Alignment and harmonization between Pillars 1 and 2 to mitigate risks of multiple taxation.

That, subject to transition rules for pre-effective date losses, any provisions need to be prospective, 

without any inference intended with respect to prior years.



Pillar 1: United States

Bloomberg Tax Leadership Forum in Washington November 19:

“Responding to business leaders' concerns that countries will not agree to binding arbitration, Grace 

Perez-Navarro, deputy director of the OECD Centre for Tax Policy and Administration, confirmed that 

the OECD is "exploring and having positive discussions" about getting to the same result as arbitration 

without countries agreeing on that specific dispute mechanism.”

“Speaking as a business leader, Liz Chien, vice president of global tax and chief tax counsel of Ripple 

Labs, expressed her concerns about whether the OECD will reach an agreement. She noted that the 

U.S. Treasury has repeatedly stated that the United States must have a dispute resolution mechanism for 

it to agree to give up a portion of its revenue, while many market jurisdictions have said no to arbitration. 

There is this "huge political bridge that needs to be connected," Chien said, adding that she wonders 

whether there are more bargain elements that people have yet to talk about.” (Tax Analysts 2019 TNTI 

226-6)
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Pillar 2 – United States
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U.S. companies can live with a per-country minimum, but must co-exist with U.S. 

global intangible low-taxed income (GILTI) 

U.S. Treasury Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy David Kautter (November 13):

“We are engaging stakeholders and soliciting feedback on what is happening in 

the OECD”

U.S. corporate tax system already has extensive anti-hybrid rules and anti-base 

erosion rules



Pillar 2: Canada
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GloBE proposal would dramatically change Canada’s CFC rules, which basically exempt 

active business income earned in a tax treaty or tax information exchange agreement country

Canada has no GILTI-style tax; historically has not been particularly concerned with levels of 

foreign taxation

significant variance between income for tax and F/S purposes

Canada-U.S. tax treaty (only) has specific anti-hybrid rules

Recently increased audit activity to apply transfer pricing rules to inbound hybrid financings 

seen as base-eroding

Likely to follow whatever OECD consensus (if any) emerges
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NEW CHALLENGES

The digitalization of the economy has generated new business models in which the physical presence is no longer

relevant. This is distorting generation and distribution of income among different jurisdictions

• Alignment between value creation and generation of profits

• Physical presence vs significant economic presence

• Need to set new nexus rules and profit attribution rules: intangible assets vs data/users

In the absence of consensus at a multilateral level, some countries have been taking 

UNILATERAL MEASURES:

Looking into the futurePast and present

TAX AUDITS

Permanent establishment Transfer Pricing

Area that leads to litigation Area that may lead to 

reach agreements

DIRECT TAXES: DST

INTRODUCTION / CONTEXT 



TAX AUDITS: 
SOME CASES IN EUROPE 



“For several months now, secret negotiations on this subject have been taking place 

between Apple and the French International Audit Department (DVNI). But it is not until the 

end of December 2018 that a confidential agreement was reached. The subject of the 

negotiations has been the limited revenues and the low taxes paid by Apple in France for 

the last ten years.”

FRANCE– Febr, 2019

https://tpcases.com/france-vs-apple-feb-2019-settlement-on-payment-of-500-

million-euros-in-back-taxes/

UNITED KINGDOM – Jan, 2018

https://tpcases.com/uk-vs-apple-jan-2018-payment-136-million/

State aid cases give us information about the European 

operational structures of Digital Economy multinational Groups:

Some of them have reached in recent years agreements with certain Tax 

Administrations:

ITALY– Dec, 2017 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-amazon-italy-tax/amazon-to-pay-100-
million-euros-to-settle-italy-tax-dispute-idUSKBN1E91KM

FRANCE– Febr, 2018 

https://tpcases.com/amazon-settled-200-million-euro-dispute-french-tax-authorities/

TAX AUDITS: SOME CASES IN EUROPE 



Existence of a permanent establishment (PE) of Dell Products Ltd

in Spain as a result of the following activities: promoting sales and

soliciting customers, processing orders, marketing and advertising,

storage and logistics services, installation services, collection

management and solvency and creditworthiness checks.

ISSUE

Dell Products Ltd had a fixed place of business and a dependent agent in

Spain, even if (i) the premises located in Spain belonged to the Spanish

entity; and (ii) the activities that were being analyzed were performed by

the Spanish subsidiary and not by the Irish entity.

TAX AUTHORITIES’ POSITION

Against Dell: 

The Supreme Court upheld the position taken by the tax authorities. It took the view that (i) the

premises can be furnished to a non-resident entity, who uses them for its own activities even if

it lacks a formal title for doing so; and (ii) it is sufficient for the agent to be able to execute

agreements under which the economic consequences are binding on the non-resident entity,

even if the commission agent acts in its own name vis-à-vis third parties.

RESOLUTION

20 jun 2016 

https://www.internationaltaxreview.com/article/b1f7n5zmjj6xfq/spanish-supreme-court-anticipates-the-effects-of-the-beps-project

DELL - SPAIN



Remuneration granted to the Spanish subsidiary, Microsoft Ibérica, for 

its marketing and distribution support services rendered to an Irish 

entity of the Group.

ISSUE

1. When applying the TNMM the goodwill amortization is to be included in 

determining the net margin (different accounting treatment between US and 

Local GAAP).

2. “Exhorbitant functionality” of the Spanish affiliate as to ordinary marketing 

support services which leads to conclude that its remuneration should lie within 

the upper part of the IQ range.

TAX AUTHORITIES’ POSITION

Against Microsoft: 

The National Appelate Court agreed with the Tax Administration confirming that 

(i) the goodwill amortization shall be accounted according to Local GAAP; and 

(ii) the activity developed by Microsoft Ibérica is significantly more extensive in 

functions and risks than the one described in the contract, concretely assuming 

the strategic management of the business in Spain and, consequently, its 

remuneration should lie in the upper part of the range of remunerations obtained 

by comparable entities.

RESOLUTION

https://elpais.com/elpais/2016/01/26/inenglish/1453801096_241468.html

MICROSOFT - SPAIN
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In favor of Microsoft: 

not proven that remuneration was not in accordance with the arm’s length principle. Marketing

activities did not have an indirect effect on the sale of original equipment manufacturers licenses.

RESOLUTION

Remuneration granted to the Danish subsidiary, Microsoft

Denmark, for its marketing and distribution support services

rendered to an Irish entity of the Group.

ISSUE

Microsoft Denmark had not been properly remunerated for performing

marketing activities due to the fact that OEM sales to Danish customers

had not been included in the local commissions (sale of computers by

multinational computer manufacturers with pre-installed Microsoft

software to end users in Denmark).

TAX AUTHORITIES’ POSITION

MICROSOFT - DENMARK 
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Supreme Court
Resolution: lawsuit

ended in agreement

Administrative

Court of Appeal
Resolution: again in

favor of Google

CJIP Agreement
Payment of €1billion  puts 

end to lawsuits against 

Google for tax evasion

Administrative Court in Paris Issue: 

existence of a permanent establishment 

of Google Ireland in France

Resolution: in favor of Google

Arguments: Google France did not have

capability of carrying out the advertising

activities on its own

Jul 2017

Apr 2019

Sept 2019

Sept 2019

https://www.ft.com/content/658170a8-d576-11e9-a0bd-ab8ec6435630

GOOGLE - FRANCE
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https://tpcases.com/france-vs-ste-valueclick-ltd-march-2018-caa-case-no-17pa01538/

Existence of a permanent establishment of Valueclick Ireland in France

in a situation where employees of a French related party carried out

marketing, representation, management, back office and administrative

services on behalf of the Group.

ISSUE

PE based on: (i) French employees’ capabilities to negotiate terms of contracts

and to draft certain clauses, to develop local advertising programs, and to act

to third parties as employees of the Irish company; (ii) contracts were

automatically signed by the Irish company; and (iii) customers did not

distinguish between the Irish and the French company.

TAX AUTHORITIES’ POSITION

In favor of Valueclick.

The Administrative Court found that none of the factors proved that French employees had been authorized to

act on behalf and in the name of the Irish company. The French employees could not commit its Irish principal

and services could not be rendered until the customer contract had been approved by the Irish company.

RESOLUTION

VALUECLICK - FRANCE



“Servers, cables, computers and algorithms constitute digital

infrastructure similar to production factories and therefore make

revenue taxable under Italian law”

TAX AUTHORITIES’ POSITION

Are revenues from streaming services to

subscribers in Italy subject to Italian taxation?

ISSUE

Ongoing tax audit

STATUS

https://tpcases.com/netflix-under-investigation-for-alleged-tax-evasion-in-italy/

NETFLIX - ITALY



Legislation implemented

Draft legislation or public consultation

Rejection of legislation

Waiting for OECD’s solution

No position or development
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businesses in matters relating to Austrian and international tax law. His specialties include in particular group

reorganizations, group tax planning, issues associated with establishing PEs and PE profit allocation, as well as withholding

tax and the taxation of international artists and athletes. 
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“World Transfer Pricing” and the “Expert Guide to the World’s Leading Transfer Pricing Advisers”. Clemens Nowotny

regularly provides advice on the structuring and implementation of transfer pricing models, the defence of transfer pricing 

systems in tax auditing procedures, the collection of binding rulings, the resolution of international transfer pricing disputes, 

and the preparation of transfer pricing documentation and benchmarking analyses.

He is in demand as a speaker, both in Austria and abroad, on issues related to his areas of expertise, and his opinions on 

topics connected with transfer pricing are regularly published (“Verrechnungspreisrichtlinien – Praxiskommentar” [Transfer 
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Clemens Nowotny is a tax advisor and has been a partner at LeitnerLeitner since 2008. 

Dr. Clemens Nowotny

Taxand Austria
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Nadia is a lawyer and certified tax advisor with Flick Gocke Schaumburg in Hamburg und 

Düsseldorf. She advises clients in all aspects of national and international tax law with a focus of 

cross-border restructuring, pre- and post-merger integration. 

During her secondment to the tax department of the OECD Nadia led the Joint Audit project 
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Álvaro Dominguez is a principal associate in the Transfer Pricing practice area at Garrigues’ 

Madrid office, which he joined in 2008. He is a member of the Madrid Bar Association (nº 85021). 

He specializes in tax law, mainly in the areas of transfer pricing and international taxation. He 

has extensive experience in the diagnosis, analysis, implementation and documentation of 

Transfer Pricing policies within multinational groups, and the provision of advice on tax litigation 

procedures, Advanced Pricing Agreements with the Spanish tax authorities, and Mutual 

Agreement Procedures.

Over the last few years, Álvaro has advised major multinational groups operating in the so-called 

“digital economy” handling inspection proceedings carried out by the Tax Agency (AEAT) and 

APA proceedings for groups operating in this sector.
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Steve Suarez is a partner in the Toronto office of Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, Canada’s largest law 

firm. His practice is focused on mergers & acquisitions, cross-border issues and tax controversy 

(including transfer pricing). 

He writes and speaks frequently on taxation matters (including as a Canadian correspondent for 

Tax Notes International), and is active in numerous Canadian and international tax organizations, 

including as a Councillor of the Canadian Branch of the International Fiscal Association and a 
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Steve is acknowledged as a leading corporate tax practitioner in several Canadian and international 
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- both Advisory and Controversy practice areas) He is called to the bars of Ontario and New York, 

and is a solicitor in the Law Society of England & Wales.

Steve Suarez
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THANK YOU 

FOR 

ATTENDING!*

*Materials from the Conference, as well as summary will be available on 

CRIDO website << crido.pl/en/2019-global-taxand-tp-conference/ >>

https://crido.pl/en/2019-global-taxand-tp-conference/

